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One class of models assumes that presentation
of a signal results in an internal
representation as a random
variable.
Depending
on whether
the signal is close to or far from the
preceding
signal,
the variance
of the representation
is smaller
or larger.
Responses
are
determined
largely
by this random
variable;
however,
when the signal is close to the
preceding
one, the response
is generated
by modifying
the representation
multiplicatively
by some function
of the ratio of the previous
response
to its representation.
Power
and
linear functions
are explored.
The form
of the random
variable
is assumed
to be that
arising
from either
the timing
or the counting
model
operating
on a Poisson
process.
Detailed
analyses
are carried
out successfully
only for the timing
model
with
neural
sample
sizes independent
of intensity;
however,
the data require
the sample
to increase
with
intensity.
The
linear
response
function
coupled
with
the constant
sample
size
counting
model
appears
somewhat
viable,
but detailed
calculations
are very difficult
to
carry
out. The second
class of models
postulates
a power
function
relation
between
magnitude
estimates
and signals intensity
for which the exponent
is a Gaussian
distributed
random
variable
and the unit is the product
of two log normal
random
variables.
Again
we assume
an attention
band such that succesive
stimuli
that are widely
separated
in
intensity
lead to independent
samples
of the random
variables
while a variety
of assumptions is explored
for successive
stimuli
that are near each other in intensity.
Although
they
each give rise to the qualitative
features
of the data, estimates
of parameters
are sufficiently
inconsistent
that we are led to reject all of the submodels
studied.

INTRODUCTION

In several papers (Baird, Green & Lute, 1980; Green & Lute, 1974; Green, Lute &
Duncan, 1977; Green, Lute & Smith, 1980; Jesteadt, Lute & Green, 1977; Lute & Green,
1978) we have described empirical properties of magnitude estimates, placing emphasis
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both upon the variability as well as the central tendency of the judgments and upon the
pronounced sequential effects (see also Cross, 1973; Ward, 1973, 1975, 1979). In broad
outline, the findings for individual subjects making hundreds of estimates to each of 20
or more different signals are these:
(1) As emphasized by Stevens (1975 and numerous earlier references listed there) the
mean or median or geometric mean magnitude estimates are approximately a power
function of intensity, but we have found the exponents to be somewhat smaller than
Stevens’ group estimates, roughly 0.15 to 0.25 rather than 0.30 to 0.33 for loudness.
(2)

The variability of the data can be described in at least two ways:

(a) The standard deviation of log R is a decreasing function of log intensity (dB),
dropping by a factor of up to 2 over a 50 dB range.
(b) The coefficient of variation or relative variability (standard deviation divided
by mean) of the ratio of responses on successive trials as a function of the corresponding
signal separation is very nearly constant (at a typical value of 0.3 but sometimes as high
as I) except when the successive signals are close-say less than IO dB apart-where it
dips to about l/3 of its value outside this region. We refer to this as a V-shaped function.
This phenomenon was noted in several modalities other than audition in the late 1960s
(for a summary, see Baird, 1970).
(3) A major aspect of the sequential dependencies is captured by studying the correlation of successive log responses as a function of the separation between successive
signals. For sound intensity, a plot of the correlation versus signal separation in dB forms
an inverted V, with a peak in the neighborhood of 0.7 to 0.9 at small signal separations
(& 5 dB) and fall ing off to approximately zero correlation for widely separated signals.
Comparable results have been found for area (Baird et aZ., 1980) and for distance between
dots (Ward, 1979).
These four plots for a typical observer, BO, from Green er uZ. (1980) are shown in
Fig. I.
For the auditory data, the question has been raised whether these two V-effects are
related to the dynamic range of individual peripheral neurons which lies in the vicinity
of 15 dB. However, the fact that much the same results are seen in other modalities suggests
a more central mechanism probably is at work.
The question we. address in this paper is this: What do these data suggest about the
mechanism underlying magnitude estimation. We have had two major ideas about what
might be going on. In the first we assume that signals produce an internal representation
in the fashion of Thurstone and that the subject uses the representation to generate his
response except when it is close to the representation of the preceding trial, in which case
the response is adjusted to be consistent with that given on the preceding trial. The
second idea approaches the variability in a totally different way. Following Stevens, we
assume a basic power function relation between magnitude estimates and intensity, but
unlike Stevens we assume there is variability in the modulus and/or the exponent. In order
to achieve some sequential effects, we must assume some constancy of these parameters
over trials, but also some randomness when the signals are far apart.
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and the correlation
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BO in Green et d. (1980).
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In both cases, a number of specific assumptions must be made-in the first, we must
postulate the form of the internal representation and the way in which responses are
affected by previous responses; in the second, we assume the form of the distribution
of the parameters and the conditions under which they stay fixed. Each such choice
produces a different model, all of which predict the gross features of the data described
in our earlier papers and summarized above. In order to see how adequate each model is,
one must work out in some detail the properties of the model, devise estimation procedures
for the parameters involved, and then see if it actually is consistent with the data. When
done, we find ourselves in a rather complex, unsatisfactory position. Certain of the
models, in particular those that are most tractable, are wrong. Others have not yet been
rejected because we do not have a satisfactory estimation procedure. A summary of the
exact state of affairs is given in the concluding section.
As we are reporting a number of failures and incomplete analyses, one can ask, as one
referee did, why publish ? Why not wait until we have found a model we both can analyze
and cannot reject ? Fair questions. The answer is that in the light of existing psychophysical models and results, the models we have looked at are plausible and they do
exhibit correctly the gross features of the data. Moreover, they are the only ones available
that attempt to deal fully with both the variability of the responses and the sequential
dependencies, Since it is not completely trivial to analyze them, we feel others should be
spared the task of working them out anew. More positively, although specific models
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are rejected, others are not because we have not seen satisfactory ways of estimating
parameters. We hope others will be successful where we have failed. Furthermore, there
are various ways of modifying particular distribution assumptions within the same
broad framework which may prove more successful.
We proceed by first describing qualitatively and with motivation the several classes
of models, following which they are stated formally, some of their properties are derived,
and attempts to fit them to the data are made.
Attention

3aed-Response

Consistency Models

The first model is closely related to, but more general than, the one proposed in Jesteadt,
1974; Lute & Green, 1974). There it was argued
qualitatively that the model stated provides a reasonable account of the available data.
Here we develop two generalizations quantitatively and show that the first, which includes
the original model, is incorrect, and that the second is more satisfactory. The main features
of the modified model are:

et aZ. (1977) (see also Green & Lute,

(1) Each signal results in an internal stimulus representation that is modelled as a
random variable, as in the classical Thurstone model. For the purposes of this paper
it does not really matter how the mean of the representation grows with intensity;
however, it turns out that given our response assumption below, the mean magnitude
estimate is proportional to the mean of the representation. What is more important here
is how the representation is distributed. It will be recalled that Thurstone, with some
misgivings, assumed Gaussian distributions, Lute & Green (1972) pointed out that
peripheral neural data suggest two alternative models, one of which leads to a Gaussian
distribution. It is well known that the peripheral neural pulse trains are, for some purposes,
not badly approximated as Poisson processes, and that the Poisson intensity parameter
increases with signal intensity. Thus, in effect, when dealing with questions of signal
intensity, the central nervous system faces the task of using a sample of pulses to estimate
the pulse rate. If this is done by fixing an observation time and counting the number of
pulses that occur-this is called the counting model-that
random variable approaches
the Gaussian as either the observation time or the number of fibers over which counts
are made becomes large. If, however, it is done by fixing the number of observations and
measuring the time it takes to get that many pulses-called the timing model-then the
rate estimate is proportional to the inverse of the observed time, which is a gamma
distributed random variable. Green & Lute (1973) provided speed-accuracy evidence
that subjects can adopt either mode of behavior, and they argued that in their natural
environment subjects probably exhibit the timing mode, which keeps the quality of the
judgments the same independent of signal intensity, but in a laboratory context, with
signals of constant, short duration, they usually shift to the counting mode. We would
like to explore both alternatives, but as we shall see, the timing model is relatively more
tractable than the counting one.
(2) There is an attention band, of variable losation, such that when a signal falls in
the band it receives a more precise representation than when it falls outside the band.
One can think of this as arising because the system uses two different sample sizes of
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is developed
1978).

by, say, averaging

some

(3) The attention band tends to track the stimulus, i.e., it becomes centered on the
internal representation
of the most recently presented signal (see Lute & Green, 1978, for
a more complete discussion and for exceptions).
To the extent that this is correct. the
data can be sorted into those trials where the signal is so close to previous one-we
take
that to be at most 5 dB-that
we are reasonably confident that it lies in the band, and
into those where the signal is so far from the previous one-we
take that to be at least
20 dB-that
it falls outside the band.
(4) Responses are based, in part, on the internal representation
of the signal. Indeed,
when the signal falls outside the band, we assume the response is based solely on the
representation.
However,
when the signal falls within the band, we assume that the
response is also affected by how far the response on the previous trial deviated from the
representation
of the signal on that trial. In effect, this hypothesis allows the subject’s
responses to exhibit a certain degree of local consistency from trial-to-trial
when the
signals are close together.
The two attention
band assumptions
were explicitly
suggested by the data on the
coefficient of variation of the response ratio (Green & Lute, 1974). The last assumption has
evolved slowly. In Lute & Green (1974), we proposed that ratios of responses on successive
trials would always reflect the ratios of the corresponding
representations;
we called this
the response ratio hypothesis. For a modification
that eliminates the drift inherent in it,
see Marley (1976). Th e response ratio hypothesis implies a uniformly
high correlation
independent
of signal separation, which Jesteadt et uZ. (1977) showed to be grossly wrong.
Those data suggest that for large separations the response depends only on the signal
presented on that trial and is independent
of the preceding trial. For successive signals
that are close in intensity, we assume the previous trial has a major impact.
We at first assumed that the response ratio hypothesis
is true whenever successive
signals are close in intensity. In this paper we investigate the two simplest generalizations
of this assumption,
namely, a power function
and a linear weighting.
Each of these
introduces
one additional
free parameter. Assuming constant sample sizes, we reject the
power function and so the special case of the response ratio hypothesis when the signals
are close.
Random

Exponent and Modulus Models

The difficulties
we have had with the model just described have led us to search for
alternative
models. One such model is the topic of the second part of the paper. The
major postulates are the following.
(1) Responses are governed
in logarithmic
form it is

by a power

function

with random

exponent

and modulus;
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where the random parameters are Gaussian distributed
as specified below.

and are independent

except

(2) There is an attention band which is located near the previous signal, just as in
the first model.
(3) When a signal falls in the attention band, we assume there is some tendency for
the parameters to remain the same on successivetrials. We explore three cases: (a) p stays
the same, (b) y stays the same, and (c) both p and y stay the same.
We derive expressions for the mean and variance of R,, , the coefficient of variation
of Rn/Rnml , and the correlation of log Rn and log R+r for this model, and show that it
mimics the main features of the data. However, inconsistencies occur in the parameter
estimates that lead us to conclude it is not really correct in its present form. The problem
may be no more profound than a poor choice-Gaussian-for
the distributions of the
exponent and the logarithm of the modulus.
We now turn to a more detailed consideration of the two models.

ATTENTION

BAND-RESPONSE

CONSISTENCY

MODELS

Statement of Models
Let Sn and Rn denote the signal and response, respectively, on trial n, and let I($)
denote the intensity of Sm . We state the assumptions formally.
(1) The presentation of Sn = S yields two independent, identically distributed
random variables X(S), X*(S) called re p resentations of the signal., These random
variables are independent of the representations and responses on other trials. The
common distribution of X and X* arises from some amalgamation of a sample of random
variables. Two special cases are discussed. The first is the timing model in which X, X*
are distributed as h/T, where k is the sample size and T is gamma distributed with
parameters A and p. The second is the counting model in which X, X* are Poisson
distributed with parameter pT, where T = A$ and 8 is a fixed interval of time. For more
detail on these models, see Lute and Green (1972).
(2) The parameter k takes on one of two values Ao or k, , where ko < k,. We say the
signal falls in the attention band when kI is used and outside the band when k. is used.
We speak of a trial as an I or 0 trial accordingly as the signal falls in or out of the band.
(3) We assume the band is of width between IO and 20 dB, and that it is centered on
the preceding signal’s representation.
(4) The following class of response rules are employed: for some increasing function f
and some constant A,
on 0 trials,
on I trials.
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Two specific choices off are explored, both of which are simple generalizations of the
response ratio rule for 1 trials (i.e., f is the identity function). They are

f (4 = x9,

0 > 0,

01

f@l = 1 - q + 7P7

O<y<l.

(31

We speak of these as, respectively, the power and linear response rules. Note that the
linear rule can be restated as follows: The response is determined by the response ratio
rule on the proportion 7 of 1 trials and by the internal representation alone on all other
trials.
As we show in the next section, the power response rule coupled with constant /zo ,
k, is grossly wrong. The main purpose of the section is to provide evidence that the
approach we are taking to this class of models is sufficiently sensitive to reject a model.
Aside from that, there is a relative strong a priori argument for favoring the linear rule
over the power one. Lute and Green (1974) sh owed that the response ratio rule (0 = 1)
causes the variance to increase over trials due to drift of the responses. This will occur,
albeit more slowly, for any 0 with 0 < 0 < 1. One of the major reasons for having a
different response rule on 0 trials is to avoid such drift. But if the power rule were valid,
then in any experiment for which only 1 trials occur, such as a narrow (10 dB) range
one, we would again expect drift to dominate the variance picture. Since it does not
(Green et uZ., 1980), the power rule will not do and something else is needed. One possibility is the linear rule. Of course, the two could be combined, but this would create several
mathematical problems and it does not appear to be needed at present. Marley (1976)
has examined another possibility, namely, a random multiplier with properties to
eliminate the drift in the long run.
Our model has three key features. The first is the distribution of X and X*. As we
shall see, if Eq. 1 is accepted as the general form of the response rule, then it is possible
to study X moderately directly using the data from 0 trials.
The second feature is the location of the band. Even if we assume that attention
corresponds to different sample sizes, which is attractively simple, it is by no means
clear what rules determine the trial-by-trial location of the band. If we are incorrect that
it is located near the last signal, then all of the analysis based on sorting data according
to 0 and 1 trials defined in terms of signal separation is incorrect.
The third feature is the response rule, in particular the choice for the function $
We have simply elected to look at the two simplest cases, but others are conceivable.
Distributions of X
If the timing model holds, we may use familiar properties of the gamma distribution
to show
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From Eqs. la and 4a we see that

V(R,,)l’a
E(R,J -

on 0 trials.

(ho -! 3112 ’

The counting
model takes the following
form. Let N8 be the count on channel
time 8. If S is presented, Ni is distributed
as the Poisson with parameter ,u(@.
channels are attended, the response random variable is

and it is well known
we have

that x:=1 Nt is Poisson

with parameter

E(X) = ; E(Nt) = p,
Grab & Savage (1954)

have shown
E(l/X)

V(X) = p/k&

that eliminating

= 8kE (l/i

i=o

~(9

Uz. Setting

i in
If k

/.L = p(s),

w

X = 0,

NC) = 8kG#ik),
,

where

and they have provided

a table of Gr . By analogy,

but we do not know of an explicit formula
From Eqs. la and 6a, we see that

we write

for Gr .

on 0 trials.

(7)

Equations 5 and 7 suggest we should look at these two data ratios for 0 trials, and this
is done in Fig. 2. It is clear that W2(RJE(R,J
is a decreasing function
of intensity,
whereas V(R,JE(RJ
is either constant or increasing
modestly. This suggests either
that the timing assumption is wrong and the counting one is more nearly correct or that
the sample size parameter k. is an increasing
function of signal intensity. This means
that we should continue with the timing model only on the assumption that k. varies with
signal intensity. The counting model either allows k. to be constant or to decrease with
intensity.
The latter is counter to any physiological
evidence of which we are aware.
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Left panel:
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of R# versus
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The fact of the matter
is that we know how to estimate parameters for the timing model
only for k. and kl independent
of intensity, and we do not know how to analyze the
counting
model even for that case. We will pursue the timing model with constant k.
480/22/2-4
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and k, to show what can be done in that case and to illustrate what the problems are in
the more complex nonconstant k. , k, case,
As a more precise check of the counting model representation, we examine the distribution of responses on 0 trials, According to Eq. la, it should be Poisson which, for plausible
values of 8k, is approximately Gaussian. So we form the normalized responses jRm R(S)]/@(S)],
where S = Sn , R(S) is the mean of the responses to signal S, and
u[R(S)] is the corresponding standard deviation. These should be Gaussian distributed
with mean 0 and variance 1. Fig. 3 compares the empirical to that theoretical distribution
for all six observers. We see that the empirical distributions are in fair agreement with
the Gaussian, in general shape, but that the fluctuations are much larger than one would
expect. This impression is confirmed by partitioning the theoretical distribution into
20 intervals of 0.05 probability, grouping the data accordingly, and calculating x2.
The expected value is 19 and the observed ones are: 332, 130, 94, 151, 112, and 172.
Clearly the fit is poor. In some casesthere is a systematic deviation from Gaussian, and
in all casesthe variability is excessive.
The cause of the excess variability is probably response clustering. As has been noted
by various authors, magnitude estimation elicits a relatively few numbers with high
frequency (e.g., Baird, Lewis & Romer, 1970) and that, of course, cannot possibly be
Gaussian. We have simulated the counting model generating a Gaussian R and have
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observed x2 values of 11 and 22; when we rounded off these responses to the nearest
5 or 10, this led to -$ values comparable to or greater than for the data (390 and 239,
respectively). This suggests that a Gaussian distributed random variable subjected to some
form of clustering is a suitable description of 0 trials.

ATTENTION
A TIMING

REPRESENTATION,

BAND-RESPONSE
CONSTANT

CONSISTENCY
SAMPLE

SIZE,

MODEL
AND

WIW

A LINEAR

RESPONSE

RULE

In the main text we focus on two questions. First, we derive expressions for the
correlation of log Rn with log RnM1 on 1 trials. Second, we derive expressions that cau
be used to estimate parameters of the model. As it strikes us of secondary interest, at
present, we place in an appendix the derivation of the coefficient of variation of R,JR,+r .
Form of Correlutiun of log R,, with log R,,-r
Consider 1 trials, then by Eqs. lb and 2,
Yn = 1ogRn = L~Y~-~+Zn + (1 - e)log&
where
zn = log X(&J - e log x*(&-r).
Using this notation and using the fact that Ynel is independent of Zn , so E(Yn-IZ,J
E(Y& E(Z,J, we see

==

To evaluate Eq. 8, we must calculate V(Z,J and V(Yn+J, which requires, by their
definitions that we calculate the mean and variance of log X(S,J.
Form of E@n X(S)] a& V[ln X(S)]
Consider
E[(ln Xy] = / (ln ~)~f(x) dx,
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Selected

Values

0.5772
0.2704
0.1758
0.1302
0.1033
0.0856
0.0731
0.0638
0.0566
s The values
b The
values
<(2, k) = En:,,

of Euler’s

1.6449
0.6449
0.3949
0.2838
0.2213
0.1813
0.1535
0.1331
0.1175

Psi (diagamma)

10
15
20
25
30
50

Function

0.0508
0.0337
0.0252
0.0201
0.0168
0.0100

AL.

1
4(/z) and the Riemann

Function

0.1052
0.0689
0.0513
0.0408
0.0339
0.0202

0.0050

100
150
200
250
300
500

0.0025
0.0020
0.0010

&2,k)

0.0101
0.0067
0.0050
0.0040
0.0033
0.0020

of ln k - 4(k) are taken from Abramowitz
& Stegun
(1964, p. 272-276).
of {(2, k) were computed
inductively
from
((2, 1) = ((2) = 1.64493407
l/(k + rz)s = ((2, k - 1) - l/(k + l)z (Gradshteyn
& Ryzhik,
1965).

and

where f is the density function of X. Since in the timing model X = A/T, where T is
gamma with parameters h and ,u, it follows from integrals 4.352 and 4.358 of Gradshteyn &
Ryzhik (1975) that
E(ln X) = $(Iz) - ln A - ln p,
w
V(ln X) = [(2, k -

1),

@I

where I,.@) = (+%) In I’(k) is Euler’s psi (or digamma) function and [(2, k - I) is
Riemann’s [ function. Typical values of the latter are given in Table 1. Note that for
large h, i1J2,A) is approximately l/A. The important point is that V(log X) does not
depend on p but only on the sample size A.
Evaluation of the Correlation of log R,, with log RwFl
Let uo2 and u12 be V(log X) corresponding to the sample sizes k. and A,, where, of
course, uos > u,s. Turning to Eq. la, we see that on an 0 trial,

where L = log e = 0.43429. By induction on Eqs. 1b and 2, if the nth trial is the ith
I trial since the last 0 one, then

Taking logarithms and computing variances, and taking into account the independence
of the X’s and X*‘s yields the following simple expressions provided that u. and uI are
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of intensity, which is equivalent to assuming k. and k, are independent of

O02Y
V(log R,J = L2 20zioo2 + 1 + fP - 20s6**~
1-P
’
1

0 trials

WW

i Is since last 0.

WbJ

Moreover,

Observe that if k o , k, are not constant with intensity, then Eq. 12b and Eq. 13 become
vastly more complex. For example, in Eq. 12b the uo term depends upon the intensity
of the last 0 trial and the right-hand term becomes a sum of a, terms which depend upon
the particular intensities of the 1 trials. We do not have the slightest idea how to pursue
this more general case.
On 0 trials the correlation is obviously 0, and on 1 trials we substitute Eqs. 12b and 13b
into Eq. 8,

hgR,JogRn-l

=

=0

’

I

I+

(1 +

02)

112 ’

or2

e2 1 + p - 2pw-1)
g +
i - e2

~~2w-i~~02

i>l.

(14~)

1

According to Eq. 14, in terms of the classification by 0 and 1 trials, the correlation is
a step function. As seen in Fig. 1, the plot of the empirical correlation as a function of
signal separation appears to be a very much blurred step function. This is actually not
too surprising since the mechanism for locating the attention band must, of course, work
with the internal representation X(S+r) and not S,+r itself. This means that in terms
of Se1 , the band is not really centered and as a result there are surely misclassifications
of 0 and I trials when we identify them by Sn - S-r .
Estimation of Parameten
We do not have any optimal scheme for estimating the three relevant parameters of the
model, k. , k, , and 0 or, equivalently (see Eq. 9b), cro , u, , and 0. However, there is
what appears to be a moderately straightforward solution using Eq. 12. Let VLi , i =
0, I,..., denote V(iog R,J on trials with i 1 trials since the last 0 trial. Then,
VLO = L%ro2,
VLl = Ly2ebo2 + cq),
VL2 = LY284~~2 + (1 + 2ey g-j,
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‘where L = log e. By alittle algebra,

al2

VL~ - 2ewLo
LB

=

uw

*

The criterion for a real solution.to the quadratic i{ that
Ll = ( VLI -

VL$ - 2VLo( VL2 -

VLI) > 0.

,W

To explore Eq. 15 as an estimation scheme, we simulated the model on a computer,
centering the attention band after each trial at the signal intensity corresponding to the
representation that happened to arise. We classified the trials, as we do .when analyzing
the data, calling 1 trials those on which the difference between the signal and the preceding
signal was 5 dB or less, and 0 trials those on which the difference was 20 dB or more,
ignoring trials on which the difference was between 5 and 20 dB. The parameters used,
suggested by previous analyses of the coefficient of variation data, were k. = 30,
k, = 300, bandwidth of 20 dB, 0 = 0.67 and 1.00, and 2000 trials. The recovered
estimates were:

0.67
1.00

0.68
0.86

29.6
28.8

616.3
84.2

The estimates of 0 and k,, seem satisfactory, but those of k, are clearly unstable. For our
purposes, it is sufficient that 0 be accurately estimated.
Table 2 shows the empirical values of VLg , i = 0, 1,2, that of A, the largest solution
P, using 0 for the criterion where it is actually negative, and of ao2. Since half the estimates
of 02 are negative and all are very near 0, we do not give a,s. It is obvious from Eq. 14b
that the predicted values of the correlation on i = 1 trials should be virtually 0. The actual
values are shown in Table 3, and clearly the prediction is wrong.
TABLE
Values

JF
RB
NP
BO
BK

JK

of F’(Iog

0.0188
0.0504
0.0077
0.0096
0.0184
0,0494

I&J

and

2

Parameter
Estimates
for the Power
the Timing
Representation

0.0201
0.0443
0.0078
0.0097
0.0181
0.0410

0.0247
0.0504
0.0078
0.0113
0.0264
0.0415

- 0.00016
- 0.ooo58
O.OOOOO
- o.OOOo3
- 0.00003
o.OOOo2

Response

Rule

0.035
0.061
0.013
0.005
- 0.008
- 0.040

-

and

0.100
0.267
0.041
0.051
0.098
0.262
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TABLE

3

Correlation
of log I&, and log R,,+ when n is an 1 Trial
and n-1 Is an 0 Trial,
with 1 Being Dehed
as a Separation
of No More
Than 5 dB
and an 0 By a Separation
of No Less Than 20 dB

Subject

Correlation

JF

0.77
0.74
0.69

RB
NP
BO
BK

0.61

0.67
0.53

JK

One potential source of problems is that in computing the VLi we have misclassified
trials, calling some 1 trials 0 ones and vice versa. If that is so, the true values of VL,, are
larger than those shown whereas those of VL, and VL2 are smaller. This, howeRr, does
not help since it will only decrease the value of d and the estimates of 6. The model as
stated-timing
representation, constant sample sizes, and power response rule-is
almost surely wrong.

ATTENTION
A TIMING

REPRESENTATION,

BAND-RESPONSE
CONSTANT

CONSISTENCY
SAMPLE

SIZE,

MODEL
AND

A

WITH

LINEXR RESPONSE

RULE

The only change we make in the model is to substitute the linear response rule, Eq. 3,
for the power one, Eq. 2. As the calculations follow closely those given for the first model
we simply report the results.
Correlation of R,, and Rn+
For the linear response rule, the calculation of ~r~zs+zrt-~ is difficult, but that of
mS,RS-l is easy. Although we have not reported the data elsewhere, the two correlations
differ very little, as is seen in Fig. 4, which shows the two correlations for subject BO.
As before, the correlation is 0 on 0 trials. To compute it for 1 trials one simply substitutes Eqs. 3 and 4a into the definition of the correlation and obtains

The variance expressions are evaluated below.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of correlation of Rn with R,+I and of log R,, with log R,,-I versus signal
separation in dB for subject BO in Green et uZ. (1980).

To gain some idea of the values predicted by Eq. 17, suppose k. = 30 and A, = 300.
Then using the variance expressions calculated in the next section, one finds that on 01
trial pairs,
7

P

0

0

m

0.654
0.696

I
Estimation of Parameters
By using independence freely

on 0 trials

Let Eti) and Vi), i = 0, I ,..., denote, respectively, the means and variances of Rn
for a fixed signal presentation
and for which there have been i I trials since the

on trials
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last 0. We do not explicitly note the dependence on the signal since in the expressions
derived below it drops out. From Eqs. 18 and 19 we obtain the following three equations
forko,k,,andq:
k. = 2 + E(O)*/V(O).

WI

G3
Solving Eqs. 21 and 22 for 7 and k, has to be numerical. Our procedure was to obtain
an initial estimate by assuming k, is large and assuming that the first term of Eq. 22 is
twice the first term of Eq. 21. This yields the initial estimates

(23)

where NI and N2 are the sample sizeson which V(l) and Vt2) are based. Then we adjusted
these by 5 y0 changes both ways until a minimum weighted-sum squared error in Eqs. 21
and 22 was found, and that was refined by a 1 o/o grid. The parameter estimates and the
observed and predicted values of p on OI trials are shown in Table 4. These numbers
seem plausible, although kI/ko is rather smaller than the IO we had anticipated from
other considerations (Green & Lute, 1974). We fear that these estimates are in error for
two reasons: The constant k. timing model is inappropriate and the estimation scheme
may be unstable because of the high variability of the various terms in the estimating
equations, e.g., the ratio of terms, each of which involves an estimated variance.
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TABLE
Estimates
Correlation

4

22, and Observed
and Predicted
Values of the
of k o , k, , and 7 from Eqs. 2l’and
of R,, with R,+1 on 01 Trials when 1 Is Defined
as a Separation
of No More Than 5 dB
and 0 by a Separation
of At Least 20 dB

PO1

Subject

JF
RB

NP
BO
BK

JK

7

ko

0.56
0.46
0.50
0.56
0.46
0.38

12.7
6.1
30.6
22.2
12.4
5.0

32.6
14.8
76.6
65.5
28.6
Il.7

Obs.

Pred.

0.78
0.64
0.56
0.64
0.67
0.52

0.57
0.55
0.53
0.58
0.52
0.52

Another approach to estimating IQ is to use the data from a narrow (10 dB) range
experiment in which all trials are presumably I trials. The difficulty with this idea is
that the recursion in Eqs. 18b and 19b does not terminate as it does in the wide range
case where, eventually, one reaches an 0 trial. As a result, we do not yet see how to use
these data.

ATTENTION

BAND-F~SPONSE

CONSISTENCY

MODELS

WITH

A COUNTING

REPFS~ENTATION

Since the data in Fig. 2 suggest that half the subjects may be employing a counting
representation of the signal, we would like to calculate various properties of that model.
We outline the mean and variance calculations briefly for the linear response rule.
Reasoning as before with the linear response rule and using the expressions in Eq. 6,

on 0 trials,

(26a)

on I trials.

(26b)
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Since &5,J 8kl is, from what we can guess about the parameters,
Eq. 26b can be replaced by the much simpler

139
very large relative

to I,

(27)
There are two difficulties in proceeding
with this model. First, &$)
and &$+J
both
appear explicitly
on the right side of Eqs. 25 and 26, which makes it impossible to find
a V/E2 expression that is independent
of signal strength. This is important
in part because
we do not know p, but of much greater significance is that we are unable to average over
various stimulus conditions.
Second, the equations involve the two functions G1 and G2 ,
about which, especially G2 , we know relatively little. Until other results are obtained
about this model, it does not seem feasible to estimate its parameters.

RANDOM EXPONENT AND MODULUS MODELS

Tke Assumptions
(I)
Responses are assumed
random parameters, i.e.,

to be generated

by a power

function

of intensity

with

where for each a, y,, , & , sn are Gaussian distributed
random variables with means y,
p, C. Let the variances of yn , & , s,, be C$ , I& , gEi , where i = I, 0 describes the type
of trial on trial n. We consider two alternatives:
(4

&

= 4, , j = Y, P, 6.

@)

&

> ayI , j = y, fl, c.

(2) There is a band and each signal presentation
speak of these as 1 and 0 trials, respectively.
(3) We consider three alternatives
en is independent
of en-l and either

concerning

(4
(b)

yn' is in d eP en d en t o f Y,,-~ and & = &-I,
yn = ynP1 and & is independent
of l3+i

(4

yn = Y~-~ ad

&

either
sequential

falls in it or outside
dependencies.

it; we

On 1 trials,

, or

= I%-~ .

On 0 trials, each parameter is independent
of those on the preceding trial.
One way in which such a model could come about is for the response to be generated
from the pulse trains on a sample of neurons; for different samples of neurons as well as
pulse trains to be used on each 0 trial; and on 1 trials, for the same sample of neurons
to be used as on the preceding trial. If there are individual
differences among the neurons,
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this would appear as sampling variability among the effective parameters of the power
functions, i.e., y and f3, whereas the variability of the pulse trains is captured in e. The
band in question simply refers to whether or not the two signals activate the same group
of neurons and so admit the possibility of the same sample being used on successivetrials.
We know from physiological data that the dynamic range of individual auditory fibers
is in the neighborhood of 15-20 dB, i.e., the size of the band we observe psychophysically.
Of course, these observations do not generalize easily to other modalities.
The role of IP in this model is rather more important than one might first suppose.
It is not simply a normalizing factor to make l/IP dimensionless, although it does that.
What is more striking is that at .Z = lP , variability in the power-law exponent does not
contribute to variability in the response. Rather, one can think of the effect of y as producing a fan of straight lines all passing through a single point at 1 = IP and the effect
of l3 + e as adding variability to that point. And so one can think of Ip as a kind of focus.
Bask Equations for Means and Variances
To simplify notation, let & = log[l(S,J/lP].
sequential model we assume,

From Eq. 28, independent of which

-Wg R,J = yf% + ,B+ c.

(29)

For the variances, matters are more complex. The basic properties are two. Whenever
a random parameter stays fixed on 1 trials--e.g., l3 in the case of Model a-then in
expressions for V(log R,J the parameter has the 0, not the 1, variance. In expressions for
V(log Rn/RnJ, if @ stays fixed the l3 terms simply cancel out, whereas if y stays fixed,
they do not cancel because the one is multiplied by Se and the other by S,+r .
Keeping these observations in mind,

V(log R,J =

&%z + $1i- 41

if (a)

&s7La -I 0;1+ 21

if(b)

&s2

if (c)

+ d* + 4,

4d7z2 i- 40 -I zo

I trials,
(30)
0 trials,

In calculating V(log R,JR,+J we must distinguish the trial type on both trial n and
n - 1. For example, below we use OI to describe an 1 trial preceded by an 0 trial. We
write the expressions separately for each model.
Model a
OI trials
II trials
IO trials
00 trials
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Model b
01 trials

10 trials
00 trials

01 trials
II trials

(3lc)

IO trials
00 trials
Correlation
For II trial pairs and assuming Model a,

(32)
Similarly, for OI pairs,

Comparable calculations can be made for Models b and c, but as they wil1 not be
used here we do not give them.
Estimation of Parameters and Fit to Data
We do not have a nice way to estimate parameters, and what we shall do is very ad hoc.
Our first problem is IP . If IP were to lie in the signal range from 40 to 90 dB, Eq. 30
tells us that V(log R,J should be U-shaped, which it does not seem to be. So, tentatively,
we assume it is either < 40 or > 90 dB. We will return below to more careful estimates
of lP after we first convince ourselves that of the three models, b and c are almost certainly
wrong.
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TABLE
Estimates

of $o

from

5

the Regression

Slopes

&I* + q-*
> 20 dB separation
Subject

44l dB

JF
RB
NP
BO
BK

141
104
70
32
- 13
- 248

-2
2
I
2

-3
-3
-7

I

5

are multiplied

by 104.

TABLE
of u,,* from

6’

the Regression

Slopes

40 dB
Subject

< 5 dB

JF

-

RB
NP
BO
BK

a All

values

-

-7
-5
-9

JK

-

are multiplied

< 5 dB

-

19

Subject

JF
RB
NP
BO
BK

JK

of u&,

Ip in dB

all trials

13
19
6
2
5
11

u$,

c&

Eq.

for

Model

14
17
7
2
8
9

7

$0

+ 40

30

a. from

Intercepts

in Eqs.

30 and

4

Eq.

3l.a

40

43

5.5
11
-

4.5
191.5
-

30
21

81
168
166

31

108
97
-

294
-

290
-

52
-

149
-7
79

29
286
492

29
286.5
491.5

0.5
15
152.5

a azr is l/2 the intercept
less the 01 one. All values

3la.a

by 1W.

TABLE
Estimates

Eq.

> 20dB

12
12
9
3
11
10

12
25
-6
-3
-6

13

Using

90 dB

> 20 dB

12
17

31 b or c.*

CL - S”.-2
< 5 dB separation

5
19

Estimates

Eq.

90dB

-3

JK
* All values

Using

9

9

for II, uzo is the 01 intercept
are multiplied
by 104.

-

0.5

less r& , and

-

-4

a&

is 112 the 10

intercept
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If model b or c is correct, then according to Eq. 31 the regression slope of V(log R,J
R,,J versus (& - &J2, which is independent of the choice of JP , is oto on 1 trials,
and so it should be identical to the regression slope of V(log R,JR,+J versus S%s+ Si-i
on 0 trials. These estimates are shown in Table 5 for IP = 40 and 90 dB. There seems
little doubt that Models b and c are wrong for either choice of I,, . So we confke attention
to Model

a.

Turning to Eq. 30, Table 6 shows the regression slopes of I’(log RJ versus S-2
for 0 and 1 trials. Observe that for JP = 40 dB all estimates of the variance c,,~ are
negative, whereas for IP = 90 they are all positive. This strongly suggests that IP > 90.
Furthermore, there is little enough difference between the estimates on 0 and 1 trials
that we assume $?o = oz, and use all trials to estimate it.
Next, we refine our estimate of IP as follows. For various values of IP , we estimate the
quantity $o + C& from the intercept of Eq. 30 on 0 trials and from one half the intercept
of Eq. 31a on 00 trials. We search for the value of IP , to two significant figures, that
makes the two estimates as nearly equal as possible. That done, the quantities CT:,, & ~
and ~$oare estimated as described in the footnoteto Table 7, where their values are shown.
Observe that the value of Ip for BK is -7 dB and no convergence occurred for M’ in any
reasonable range. So the model is clearly wrong for these two observers. For the other
four, the estimates of CJ& + o:o obtained this way are quite inconsistent with those
obtained estimating &&, and & separately from other parts of the data and adding them
(i.e., the sum of the last two columns of Table 7).
Figures 5 and 6 show the scatter diagrams of the quantities used in the regression
equations upon which the parameter estimates are based. The very modest correlations
apparent in these data make us doubt both the adequacy of the model and the parameter
estimates obtained from these regression analyses.
.05

SO

[log I(s”VIpr
FIG.LS. Scatter diagram of variance log R versus Sti2 on 0 trials for subject BO in Green et uZ.
(1980). Ip = 149 dB.
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BO

.04

FIG.

6.

BO in Green

Scatter
diagram
er al. (1980).

of variance
log
1~ = 149 dB.

RJR+r

versus

&a

-t Sj-r

on 00

trials

for

subject

SUMMARY
For the attention band-response consistency model, Table 8 summarizes our very
incomplete understanding of the various special cases. The data establish that if the
timing model is correct then ko is not constant. If the counting model is correct, ko
may be constant for three of six subjects, but it must decrease with intensity for the other
three, which seems unlikely. The mathematics is rather well understood for the timing
TABLE 8
Status

of the Attention

Band-Response

Consistency

Model
Theory

Signal
Timing

representation
(Eqs.

4, 5)

Data

on 0 trials

ko increases
intensity

with

signal

Power
Worked

(Eqs.

6, 7)

kois constant
for 3 observers,
decreases
for 3
with
signal
intensity;
Gaussian
distribution
not bad

for

ki , Eqs. 8-16,
developed

Counting

out

Not

rule

for

developed

constant
34-39;
not
variable
ki

Linear

rule

Partially
worked
out for
constant
kj , Eqs. 7-24,
40-41;
not
developed
for variable
k;
Basic
stant
able,

equations
for conkt seem intractEqs. 25-27.
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mode1 with constant k. and the power response rule; it is rather less so for the Iinear
rule; and it is understood not at all for the timing model with variable k. or for any version
of the counting model.
The random exponent and modulus model under the special assumption that the
exponent and the log modulus are both Gaussian distributed is more fully analyzed.
Although it is qualitatively adequate to the main features of the data, in detail it is wrong.
It is premature to dismiss any of these ideas. We must find out more about the timing
model when k. increases with intensity, about the counting model both with constant
and variable k. , and about the random exponent-modulus model for other distributions
of the parameters.

APPENDIX
Power Response Rule and Timing

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION

OF R,JRnml

Representation

We assume Eqs. 1, 2, and 4. First, consider I trials. The sample size on trial n is k1
and on trial n - 1 it may be either k, or k. so we simply denote it by km-1 . Consider
the case where S” = S and S+r = S. Equations lb and 2 together with the independence of X(s), X(x), and X*(,S’) and Eqs. 4a and b yield:

I3(&) = lPe13
[+q&]

where

Let p denote the probability that the signal on trial n - 1 falls within the attention
band, then substituting from Eqs. 34 and 35 and simplifying we find for the coefficient
of variation on 1 trials:
480/22[2-5
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where AI , A0 are Eq. 36 evaluated over I and 0 trials, respectively.
Note that in casep = I, Eq. 37 reduces to

This corresponds to a sufficiently narrow range experiment so that all trials are in the
attention band.
We may obtain the coefficient of variation for 0 trials by noting that k, is replaced
by k. and 19= 0 (see Eq. la) in Eqs. 34 and 35 whence
(391
where A(0) is Eq. 36, with 0 = 0, evaluated over all trials.
Linear ResponseRule and Timing Representation
The method of calculation closely parallels that of the power response rule, and so
we leave out the details.
For 1 trials,

From these u/m can be calculated for various special cases.
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Models

Let

Then
(43)

where B = ln IO. Thus the jth raw moment of Rn/Rsel is E(ekBu) which is the moment
generating function (with parameter IzB) of U. Since U is Gaussian distributed with
mean p and variance uz, it is well known (see Brunk, 1975, p, 312) that

Thus,
E(&KJ)

=

pE+Bzn21Z,

b’(g”)

= E(e2BU) -

E(PU)2

= E(@U)2(e@a2 -

1).

And so

where u2 is the appropriate variance of Un for the type of trial pair. For example, if
Assumption 3a were to hold and uY2 = 0, then by Eq. 3la,
g2 -Y

1+ ,
23&l
$1 7

2&

on 10 trials
trials.
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